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An *r*-valued *n*-variable reversible logic function maps each of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r^n$$\end{document}$ input patters to a unique output pattern. Hence the function has *n* outputs. The synthesis problem is to realize a reversible function by a cascade of basic reversible gates. In this paper we present a novel bounded search method for this synthesis problem as well as systematic approaches to circuit simplification. Quantum circuit implementation is considered with respect to a variety of practical constraints.

Reversible functions and circuits have the interesting property that if one has a circuit for a function *f*, reversing the order of the gates and replacing each by the gate implementing the inverse operation yields a circuit realizing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f^{-1}$$\end{document}$. Consequently, one can synthesize a circuit for *f* and a second circuit for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f^{-1}$$\end{document}$ and choose the better circuit as the basis to realize *f*.

Transformation-based synthesis was introduced in \[[@CR4]\] for Boolean reversible functions and extended to MVL functions in \[[@CR3], [@CR5]\]. A study of the MVL reversible logic synthesis including the transformation-based approach appears in \[[@CR1]\]. The method introduced here employs a bounded recursive search to more extensively explore alternative circuits. It employs the basic pattern transform operation of earlier transformation-based synthesis approaches. The bound is based on the best circuit found to date.

Empirical results for 3-valued functions show the new search method produces significantly better circuits. Since the new method is a search, significantly more CPU time is required but this is justified by the improvement in the synthesized circuits. Limitations of the approach are discussed and issues for further research are identified.

Background {#Sec2}
==========

Reversible Functions, Gates and Circuits {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------

### Definition 1 {#FPar1}

An *n*-input, *n*-output, (written $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n\times n$$\end{document}$) totally-specified *r*-valued function is *reversible* if it maps each input assignment to a unique output assignment. We use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x^{+}_0,x^{+}_1,...,x^{+}_{n-1}$$\end{document}$ to denote the corresponding outputs. A reversible function defines a permutation of the input patterns. There are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n\times n$$\end{document}$ reversible functions.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n\times n$$\end{document}$ reversible function can be specified as a list *F* with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_0,F_1,...,F_{r^n-1}$$\end{document}$ where the *n* digit *r*-valued expansion of each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_i$$\end{document}$ specifies the output pattern corresponding to the input pattern which is the *n* digit *r*-valued expansion of *i*. The specification list for the identity function has the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 2 {#FPar2}

For a given *f* with specification *F*, the *distance* between *f* and the identity function is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 3 {#FPar3}

A *reversible gate* has *p* inputs and *p* outputs and realizes a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this work, we employ 3-valued reversible gates given by the following definition:

### Definition 4 {#FPar4}
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                \begin{document}$$p-1$$\end{document}$ *control* lines through unchanged, and applies a specified unary operator to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p^{th}$$\end{document}$ line, the *target* line, if the control lines assume particular specified values. Otherwise the target line is passed through unaltered. The permitted unary operators are the five listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Note that a gate must have a single target and the case of 0 controls ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=1$$\end{document}$) is permitted in which case the gate is said to be *uncontrolled*.    $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 5 {#FPar5}

A reversible circuit realizing an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The synthesis problem considered here is how to realize a given reversible function specification as a circuit using a basic set of reversible gates. The presentation focuses on 3-valued functions and circuits but the methods can be readily extended to a higher radix.

We will use circuit diagrams where targets are boxes labeled by the appropriate unary operation and controls are shown as circles containg the control value for reversible circuits and as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Consider the operators in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Quantum Circuits {#Sec4}
----------------

Reversible circuits may be implemented in a variety of technologies. Here we are interested in potential quantum circuit implementations \[[@CR6]--[@CR8], [@CR10]\]. The objective is to map a reversible circuit composed of reversible gates as defined in Definition [4](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} to a circuit composed of gates directly implementable in a given quantum technology.

Muthukrishnan and Stroud \[[@CR6]\] introduced a family of elementary ternary quantum gates (MS gates) widely used in the quantum MVL circuit literature which for the ternary case can be defined as follows:

### Definition 6 {#FPar6}

A Muthukrishnan and Stroud (MS) gate is a gate as defined in Definition [4](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"} with at most one control.

Muthukrishnan and Stroud considered ion trap technology for implementing these gates and for the ternary case required that all control values be 2. Here, we do not assume a particular underlying technology and consider a number of possible scenarios. In particular, we consider situations where only a subset of the MS gates are physically available since in some technologies certain MS gates are readily implemented while others are more costly or may not be implementable. In addition, we require that all controls in a quantum circuit have the same *global control value* (*cv*). We will consider cases with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is clear from equations (1) to (5) that a single cycle gate, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_2$$\end{document}$, and at least one of *D*, *E* or *N*, is sufficient as the other gates can be implemented by suitable gate pairings. In this work, we distinguish between the gates that are *logically* available during circuit synthesis and the gates that are *physically* available for the quantum circuit with the assumption that all physically available gates are available for use during the synthesis process. We also assume that both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Given a set of physically available MS gates, we next consider how to implement reversible gates with more than 1 control. A realization for 2 controls as given in \[[@CR2]\] is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The 2 control case requires 5 MS gates whereas the 3 control case requires 15. We have shown the circuits where the control values are 2. These are readily changed to 1, but recall that we assume all controls in a quantum circuit have the same global value. If a control line to a gate *g* is required to have a different value, a simple solution is to place uncontrolled gates on that line before and after gate *g*. This leads to the following definition of quantum cost.

### Definition 7 {#FPar7}
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Adding uncontrolled gates before and after each control not equal to the global control value can obviously be very costly. A more efficient approach will be introduced in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.Table 2.Transition optionsTransitionOptionsTransitionOptions$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Transformation-Based Synthesis {#Sec5}
==============================

Transformation-based synthesis was introduced by the current authors and D. Maslov in \[[@CR4]\] for Boolean functions and in \[[@CR3], [@CR5]\] for MVL, specifically 3-valued, functions. The core operation, [transform]{.smallcaps}(*a*, *b*), is the identification of an ordered list of reversible gates to map an *n* digit pattern *a* to an *n* digit pattern *b* where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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[transform]{.smallcaps} generates a gate for each *i* such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_i\ne b_i$$\end{document}$. The gates generated use only control values 1 and 2. 0 controls are generated by an optimization discussed in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. The for *j* loop in 11--17 reduces the number of controls for the gate while ensuring the gate will not affect any pattern $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$<b$$\end{document}$. [transform]{.smallcaps} is readily extended to other radices by revising the options in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.

As noted, [transform]{.smallcaps} can generate a choice of gate depending on the transition required and also of course which gates are available to be used in a particular synthesis. Our approach to resolving a choice is to choose the one that when applied moves the function closest to the identity. Note that *D* gates are specified as single choices in the table for transitions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_2$$\end{document}$ cannot be used alone for those two cases as they would always affect an entry earlier in the specification.

The basic bidirectional transformation-based synthesis approach \[[@CR5]\] is shown as [method1]{.smallcaps}. [transform]{.smallcaps} is as just described. [inverse]{.smallcaps} computes the specification of the inverse of a reversible function which by definition must always exist. Applying a gate to a function specification *F* means to apply the gate to update each of the entries in *F*.

The operation of [method1]{.smallcaps} is straightforward. The basic idea is to find a circuit that will map *F* to the identity. The inverse circuit will of course map the identity to the desired *F*. For each *i* starting at 0, the method determines the output-side gates that will map the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i^{th}$$\end{document}$ output side entry to *i*. Separately, it finds the input-side gates that will map the appropriate input pattern to match the output pattern *i*. The latter is expressed in terms of *FI*, the inverse of *F*, so that lines 6--7 and 8--9 are similar and can be implemented with common code which is more efficient that treating the output and input sides of *F* separately. Recall, that [transform]{.smallcaps} is such that the gates chosen will not alter an entry $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i=r^n-1$$\end{document}$ need not be considered since as the last entry aligning all previous entries to the identity means it is also mapped to the identity.

For each *i*, the method chooses to use the output-side or input-side transformation based on the number of gates required and if those factors are the same based on which choice leads to a specification closest to the identity using the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\triangle $$\end{document}$ operator. In the event of a tie, the output-side transform is used. A more fulsome description of this algorithm can be found in \[[@CR5]\].

[method1]{.smallcaps} uses either all input or all output gates for each iteration as it only considers two possibilities. An extension to this approach, developed in \[[@CR9]\] for the 2-valued case, is to for each *i*, consider all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(FI_j,i)$$\end{document}$ to find input-side gates. From the results for each *j*, the one is chosen that requires the fewest gates (input plus output) and if there is a tie the lowest *j* resulting in an *F* closest to the identity is used. We call this approach [method2]{.smallcaps}. A full description can be found in \[[@CR9]\]. The bounded search transformation-based synthesis method introduced in the next section is derived from this approach.

Bounded Search Transformation-Based Synthesis {#Sec6}
=============================================

[method3]{.smallcaps} is the new bounded search approach introduced in this paper. The basic idea is to search through the options to transform each entry of *F* in order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0,1,...,r^n-1$$\end{document}$ in a recursive manner. A bounded search is performed where the bound is based on the best circuit found to that point in the search. Any search path where the circuit to that point has a higher cost than the best circuit found so far is abandoned.

A key question is how to set the initial bound. One could use a cost of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\infty $$\end{document}$ but that can lead to excessive searching. The approach we adopt is to apply [method1]{.smallcaps} to find an initial circuit and to use it as the initial best circuit which is retained in a global called *BestCircuit*. The invocation of [method1]{.smallcaps} to set the initial bound is made prior to calling [method3]{.smallcaps} to initiate the search. In the initial call to [method3]{.smallcaps} a value of 0 should be provided for parameter *k* and an empty list for parameter *circuit*.

[cost]{.smallcaps} is a function that computes the cost of a circuit which can be selected to be either (a) the number of gates in the circuit, or (b) the sum of the quantum costs of the gates in the circuit as specified in Definition [7](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}.

[simplify]{.smallcaps} is a procedure that applies the post-synthesis simplifications process described in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Function [map]{.smallcaps} used in [method3]{.smallcaps} orders the alternatives to be considered in a special way. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_p=k$$\end{document}$. Those two cases are considered first since the first one only requires output side gates and the second only requires input side gates. Those cases quite often have the cheapest incremental costs. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^n-1$$\end{document}$ in ascending order.

Lines 2--8 in [method3]{.smallcaps} is the terminal case for the recursive search. The current circuit is compared to the best circuit found so far and replaces it if it is cheaper. Lines 15--17 implement the bound on the search by comparing the number of gates in the circuit being built to the number of gates in the best circuit found so far. This bound is used as it has been found to better bound the search in terms of computational time than using the quantum cost. Line 24 is the recursive call to move to the next entry in *F* and line 25 removes the gates generated for one alternative before iterating to consider the next.

Post-synthesis Circuit Simplification {#Sec7}
=====================================

Suggestions for circuit simplification were made in \[[@CR5]\] with a hand-worked example. Here we present two procedures for circuit simplification of 3-valued circuits. The first, [reduce]{.smallcaps}, accepts an ordered list of gates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G=G_0G_1...G_{ngates-1}$$\end{document}$ and returns a modified list of gates. The following four definitions are employed.

Definition 8 {#FPar8}
------------

Two gates are *inverses* of each other if they have the same target, the same control variables and control values and either they are both *D*, *E* or *N* gates, or one is a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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------------
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Definition 10 {#FPar10}
-------------
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The commonly used rule \[[@CR4]\] for whether two adjacent gates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 11 {#FPar11}
-------------
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\(1\) in the above definition states two gates cannot be interchanged if they have the same target but potentially conflicting gate operations. (2) and (3) state two gates cannot be interchanged if the target for one gate is a control for the second gate and the target operation could affect the corresponding control value. This allows more gate movement than the simple blocking rule \[[@CR4]\].Fig. 3.Gate reduction procedure Fig. 4.Insertion of uncontrolled *C* gates

[reduce]{.smallcaps}, Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, implements our gate simplification strategy. It should be noted that the procedure looks for two gates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_2$$\end{document}$ gates so that all control values in the circuit will be *cv*. Effort is made to reduce the number of gates inserted, *i.e.* it does not insert a gate before and after every control that differs from the global value.

Post-synthesis circuit simplification used in this work involves four steps: apply *reduce* to the circuit produced by the chosen synthesis method;if the target is a quantum circuit, apply $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$insert\_C$$\end{document}$ to add the required uncontrolled *C* gates to map all gate control values to the desired value;perform any logical gate substitutions for *D*, *E* or *N* gates depending on which types of gate substitution have been specified for the current synthesis.if step 2 and/or step 3 has been applied, apply *reduce* a second time to identify any possible reductions arising from steps 2 and 3.

Step 3 requires some explanation. If a *D*, *E* or *N* gates is logically available, *i.e.* available during synthesis, but not physically available for the final circuit, it must be substituted by other gates. Step 3 is a *logical* substitution where the gate is replaced during the simplification process at which point the substituted gates become candidates for reduction. The alternative is to do a physical gate substitution in the final quantum circuit as suggested in Definition [7](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}.

Experimental Results {#Sec8}
====================

We have implemented the above techniques in C using the gcc compiler with optimization level -O3. Experiments were run on a computer with an Intel i5 650 CPU @ 3.20 GHz and 3 GB of RAM.

Our first experiment generated reversible circuits for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$9!=362,880$$\end{document}$ 2-variable 3-valued reversible functions. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the results for methods 1, 2 and 3 with and without applying [reduce]{.smallcaps}. Since the target is reversible circuits, [insert_C]{.smallcaps} is not applied and gate count is used for circuit cost.

To make the results comparable to \[[@CR5]\], *D* gates are used as individual gates, *i.e.* without substitution, and *E* gates are not used. In each case, results are shown for synthesizing the function alone and synthesizing the function and its inverse and choosing the better circuit. The table shows the average gate count and total CPU time in seconds for each scenario. The CPU time, here and for the other experiments, includes the time required to verify the circuits. The table shows that [method2]{.smallcaps} provides quite small improvement over [method1]{.smallcaps}.

[method3]{.smallcaps} yields substantial improvement but at a high increase in computational cost. For each [method3]{.smallcaps} scenario, the table shows the average number of circuits examined per function which is a good indicator of where the computational cost comes from. For example, for the gate reduction using *f* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f^{-1}$$\end{document}$ scenario, a total of 21,798,180 circuits were generated in finding solutions for the 362,880 functions an average of 60.07.

As an aside, noted by one of the referees, the [method1]{.smallcaps} search considering *f* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f^{-1}$$\end{document}$ with no gate reduction took 5.31 CPU sec. whereas the same search in 2004 \[[@CR3]\] took several CPU minutes on a then modern desktop computer. An interesting illustration of the tremendously increased computing power that is now available.Table 3.2-variable 3-valued functions: average gate countMethodNo gate reduction*ff* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f^{-1}$$\end{document}$Avg.CPUAvg. Circ.Avg.CPUAvg. Circ.GatesSec.per Func.GatesSec.per Func.17.1602.516.9575.3127.07812.676.86025.2836.12586.4221.7276.083171.6343.450impr. 3 vs 114.46%12.56%MethodGate reduction*ff* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f^{-1}$$\end{document}$Avg.CPUAvg. Circ.Avg.CPUAvg. Circ.GatesSec.per Func.GatesSec.per Func.17.0772.676.8555.5126.98912.736.75325.6535.983103.4530.0305.919209.2560.070impr. 3 vs 115.46%13.65%

Our second experiment again considers all 2-variable 3-valued functions. The results are shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Each row of the table represents a particular scenario regarding the use of *D*, *E* and *N* gates and choice for the global control value *cv*. Recall that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C_2$$\end{document}$ are assumed to be physically, and therefore logically, available in all the scenarios. In every case, the best circuit found by considering *f* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$cv=2$$\end{document}$ which most often yields the best results.

Column Synth. identifies which of *D*, *E* and *N* are available during the synthesis process. As noted above, *D* must always be available. Column Sub. identifies what gate substitutions are performed. A 1 denotes logical substitution during the synthesis process *i.e.* gate substitution during the circuit simplification step. A 2 denotes physical substitution in the final circuit. Results are shown for the three methods with *cv*, the circuit wide control value, equal 1 and 2. Each trial for [method1]{.smallcaps} required 5--6 CPU sec. For [method2]{.smallcaps} and [method3]{.smallcaps} the CPU usage per trial is around 35--40 s and 3--3.5 min, respectively.

As before, [method3]{.smallcaps} shows very significant improvement over the other methods at a rather high computational cost. It is interesting that, as one would tend to expect, the best performance (shown in bold) for all methods, except for [method3]{.smallcaps} with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$cv=2$$\end{document}$, is for the scenario where *D*, *E* and *N* are available during synthesis with no logical or physical substitution, *i.e.* all three gate types are available with lowest cost. For the case of [method3]{.smallcaps} with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$cv=2$$\end{document}$, the best result is when only *D* and *N* are available for synthesis and direct implementation. This is reflective of the fact our methods are heuristic and even the search based method relies on heuristic choices as to which gates are best to use at each step of the synthesis.Table 4.2 variable 3-valued functions: average quantum costSynth.Sub.[method1]{.smallcaps}[method2]{.smallcaps}[method3]{.smallcaps}*DEN*CV = 2CV = 1CV = 2CV = 1CV = 2CV = 1*D* *N*9.95011.6679.89611.279**7.837**8.488*D* *E* *N***9.70110.8849.62310.553**7.963**8.048***D*10.19311.99510.14311.6178.0578.684*D* *E*10.00111.3019.91710.9358.163*8.154D* *N*110.41612.22410.35511.8238.2758.934*D* *E* *N*110.38611.71310.30711.4048.3278.730*D* *E* *N*110.24411.40910.15711.0638.477*8.345D* *N*210.61412.32810.54611.9238.4869.082*D* *E* *N*210.54311.77210.46411.4598.5028.800*D* *E* *N*210.33811.51310.24511.1648.5458.507*D* *E*110.65311.98810.59111.6748.5668.786*D* *E*210.76212.10910.69711.7838.7228.978*D* *E* *N*111.48912.21511.34511.8768.799*8.670D* *E* *N*1110.89812.21210.81311.8928.8599.085*D* *E* *N*211.62712.76911.47912.3468.879*8.809D* *N*112.20813.35512.08612.9758.8879.237*D* *E* *N*2111.00312.32610.91611.9968.9779.251*D* *E* *N*1211.07512.28910.98211.9689.0459.185*D* *N*212.48414.18012.3713.7239.1309.643*D* *E* *N*2211.18112.40311.08612.0729.1759.357*D* *E*112.07713.13211.89212.7019.197*8.979D* *E* *N*1112.21113.07212.07112.7559.2859.475*D* *E* *N*2112.35013.62612.20413.2279.3869.640*D* *E*212.31613.57512.1313.0839.406*9.189D* *E* *N*1112.04012.99211.88612.5989.443*9.135D* *E* *N*1212.36513.12912.22512.8079.4789.548*D* *E* *N*1212.13313.09311.97312.6979.518*9.305D* *E* *N*2112.17913.30412.02312.8679.519*9.219D* *E* *N*2212.50713.68512.36213.2829.5869.718*D* *E* *N*2212.27413.40812.11212.9689.597*9.393*

In all cases for [method1]{.smallcaps} and [method2]{.smallcaps} a *cv* value of 2 leads to lower average quantum cost than does a *cv* value of 1. For [method3]{.smallcaps}, there are some exceptions (shown in italics). In those cases the differences are rather small. This effect arises from the fundamental property that the transformation-based synthesis methods process the specification in a fixed order and tend to produce more gate control values of 2 than 1. Consequently, fewer uncontrolled *C* gates need to be inserted to map all control values in the circuit to 2 than to 1.

The results also strongly suggest that logical substitution for *D*, *E* and *N* is more effective than physical substitution. This is because for logical substitution, the substituted gates are considered during the circuit simplification process.

To further illustrate the effectiveness of the circuit reductions performed by procedure [reduce]{.smallcaps}, consider the best result in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} -- the scenario using [method3]{.smallcaps} with *D* and *N* gates with no gate substitution, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f^{-1}$$\end{document}$. If one turns off reductions but leaves insertion of uncontrolled *C* gates on, the average quantum cost rises from 7.837 to 8.771 an increase of 11.9%.

Our third experiment considers a 3-valued full adder which is an irreversible function with three inputs, here identified as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_0, x_1, x_2$$\end{document}$ and two outputs *sum* and *carry*. To make it reversible, requires an additional input and two additional outputs. As noted in \[[@CR3]\], experience with a reversible binary full adder is helpful and leads to the following specification which behaves as a full adder when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} x^+_0 \,{{{=}}}\, sum[x_0,x_1,x_2)\,\, x^+_1 \,{{{=}}}\, x_1 \oplus x_2\,\, x^+_2 \,{{{=}}}\, x_2\,\, x^+_3 \,{{{=}}}\, carry[x_0,x_1,x_2) \oplus x_3 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the reversible adder circuit found using [method1]{.smallcaps} forward synthesis with circuit reduction but no gate substitutions. This circuit has 17 gates. *D* and *E* gates were allowed. [method2]{.smallcaps} finds the same circuit. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the reversible adder circuit found using [method3]{.smallcaps} forward synthesis. This circuit has 10 gates.Fig. 5.[method1]{.smallcaps} forward synthesis: 17 gate reversible adder circuit Fig. 6.[method3]{.smallcaps} forward synthesis: 10 gate reversible adder circuit Fig. 7.[method3]{.smallcaps} forward synthesis with simplification: 18 gate full adder quantum circuit, cost 26, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows our full experimental results for the full adder. Uncontrolled *C* gates were inserted for a global control of 2 and logical substitution of *D* and *E* gates was employed. The top half of the table shows the results for the reversible full adder and the bottom half shows the results for the inverse function. Here the new search method ([method3]{.smallcaps}) significantly outperforms the basic transformation-based synthesis methods. Note that [method3]{.smallcaps} is quite quick for the full adder but takes significantly longer for the inverse case.Table 5.Ternary full adderMethodNo E GatesE GatesGatesCostCPUGatesCostCPUForward synthesis1301060.047371570.0472301060.062371570.078318260.43818260.703impr. 3 vs. 175.5%83.4%Reverse synthesis1441800.063592890.0782441800.094592890.12531834379.81834593.7impr. 3 vs. 181.1%88.2%

It is interesting to contrast the results in the top half of Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} to the discussion in \[[@CR5]\] where an initial 16 gate solution was hand optimized to a circuit with 23 gates with a quantum cost of 96. that circuit contains four 3-control *C* gates which are quite expensive in terms of elementary quantum operations. In particular, [method3]{.smallcaps} forward synthesis followed by circuit simplification as described in Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} produces the circuit in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} which has 18 gates and a quantum cost of 26. There are only two 2-control gates (shown in bold) in this circuit, the rest having 1 or 0 controls.

Next we consider a 5-variable function with inputs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_4,x_3,...,x_0$$\end{document}$ which acts as a controlled counter. The 4-digit 3-valued number represented by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_3,x_2,x_1,x_0$$\end{document}$ is incremented by the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_4$$\end{document}$ and that result is taken modulo $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$3^4$$\end{document}$. In specifying *F* for this problem $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_4$$\end{document}$ is treated as the most significant variable and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_0$$\end{document}$ as the least significant. The results are shown in Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}. Note that the same circuits are found regardless of whether E gates are used. The synthesis scenario and circuit simplification used are as described for the adder.

The results are significantly better for [method3]{.smallcaps} compared to the other methods but once again at a high computation cost. The 11 gate quantum cost 29 circuit is shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 8.[method3]{.smallcaps} Forward synthesis: 11 gate quantum counter circuit, cost 29, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$cv=2$$\end{document}$ Table 6.Controlled counterMethodNo E GatesE GatesGatesCostCPUGatesCostCPUForward synthesis1151370.03151370.052151370.11151370.1331129182.171129290.64impr. 3 vs. 178.8%78.8%Reverse synthesis1171370.03171370.032171370.11171370.1331129210.961129272.52impr. 3 vs. 178.8%78.8%

The previous two examples, the adder and counter, are arithmetic functions. It is constructive to consider a different type of example. We consider a reversible function with four inputs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_3,x_2,x_1,x_0$$\end{document}$ which rotates the order of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Applying [method1]{.smallcaps} using *N*, *D* and *E* gates with *D* and *E* gate logical substitution and the simplification procedure outlined above yields a reversible circuit with 76 gates and a quantum cost of 358. Applying the same approach to the inverse function yields a circuit with 75 gates and quantum cost 358. The same results are found if [method2]{.smallcaps} is used. About 0.125 CPU seconds is required for each synthesis.

Applying [method3]{.smallcaps} directly to this function is problematic. Unlike the previous examples, the search takes a truly inordinate amount of time. We have implemented two changes to [method3]{.smallcaps} to make it a bit more reasonable for this problem: (1) A check is inserted between lines 8 and 9 to test if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_k=k$$\end{document}$ and if it does to accept that 0 gate case without exploring all other alternatives i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j=k+1...r^n-1$$\end{document}$. (2) The search is aborted if a preset circuit cost is reached.

Applying the modified [method3]{.smallcaps} with a cost limit of 170 to the inverse of the rotation function a circuit was found with 50 gates and quantum cost 170 -- a bit less than half the cost found using [method1]{.smallcaps}. The search took 3.8 CPU hours and considered 1,551 circuits. The question is whether this is a good result.
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                \begin{document}$$swap[x_i,x_j]$$\end{document}$ that interchanges the values of the two inputs and assume that controls can be applied to such a gate. This is a generalization of the well-known binary Fredkin gate \[[@CR7]\]. Given such a gate, the input rotation function as described above can be realized as shown in ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) which can be simplified by applying control reduction to the first and third swaps, which is possible because swaps two and three can be reordered, yielding the circuit in ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}).$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} swap[x_0,x_2,x_3\,{{{{=}}}}\,1] \,swap[x_1,x_2,x_3{{{{=}}}}1]\, swap[x_0,x_2,x_3\,{{{{=}}}}\,2] \,swap[x_0,x_1,x_3{{{{=}}}}2] \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} swap[x_0,x_2] \,swap[x_0,x_2,x_3\,{{{{=}}}}\,0]\, swap[x_1,x_2,x_3\,{{{{=}}}}\,1] \,swap[x_0,x_1,x_3\,{{{{=}}}}\,2] \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Using *method*3 with quantum cost as the cost metric and without post-synthesis simplification yields the circuit in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(a) for the uncontrolled swap of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_j$$\end{document}$. Substituting this circuit for each of the swaps in ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_3$$\end{document}$ control added appropriately we find the circuit in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(b) where the lines separate the swap gate implementations. Note that the inverse circuit has been used for the third swap so that the two *D* gates in red are brought together. This is possible since the swap operation is self-inverse.

Applying the circuit simplification procedures from Sect. [5](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} yields the circuit in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}(c). That circuit has 50 gates and quantum cost 122 which is a reduction of 28.2% from the 170 found by applying [method3]{.smallcaps} directly to the rotation function specification.Fig. 9.Rotation circuit derived from 4 swap gate circuit

Conclusions and Future Work {#Sec9}
===========================

This paper has presented a novel bounded search transformation-based synthesis method as well as circuit simplification and quantum mapping procedures. The discussion of the rotation function example shows the limitation of the search based approach on its own but also the potential to use it within a broader approach using alternative gates and decomposition techniques. It is an issue for further study why [method3]{.smallcaps} takes so much longer for the rotation function compared to the adder and counter.

Our implementation accepts and handles *F*, the specification of a reversible function, in tabular form. Other researchers \[[@CR9]\] have explored alternative more compact representations in the Boolean case. It would be interesting to consider how those approaches might be used in our search based synthesis approach.

The search based approach has been described in terms of *r*-valued functions, but our implementation concentrates on 3-valued functions. The procedure [transform]{.smallcaps} and the circuit simplification techniques need to be extended if MVL functions with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$r>3$$\end{document}$ are to be considered.

We have considered various circuit simplification techniques but not the optimization of the final quantum circuit after substitution of the realizations of gates with more than one control. That is an interesting area for further research.

Lastly, we have developed the new methods for the MVL case. It would be interesting to adapt them to the Boolean case, which is simpler, and see how they compare to other Boolean reversible circuit synthesis approaches.

The gate notation is *type*\[*target*, *controls*\].

The authors gratefully acknowledge the comments and suggestions by the reviewers, particularly the suggestion that we better clarify issues regarding quantum circuits which has led to inclusion of much broader experimental results.
